Omaha Public Schools
Department of District Operational Services
Purchasing Division

RFP No.: #013-24
Date: May 15, 2024

Addendum No. 1
to
RFP Documents for
Choir Robes for North High School

The purpose of this Addendum No. 1 is to modify RFP No. #013-24, Choir Robes for North High School. Except as specifically modified by this Addendum No. 1, the Bid Documents shall remain in effect as originally issued.

The Bid Documents are hereby amended as follows:

A. Section 3.2 SCOPE OF SERVICES AND SERVICES REQUIRED, shall be amended as follows

In Section 3.2.2 FABRIC AND COLOR SPECIFICATIONS, the current paragraph shall be deleted, and the following paragraph inserted in its place:

3.2.2 FABRIC AND COLOR SPECIFICATIONS

3.2.2.1 All Choir Robes shall be made of fabric that is both machine washable and may be dry-cleaned or professionally laundered.

3.2.2.2 The Choir Robe’s main body must be constructed from Crepe or Visa material. Accents parts must be constructed of Satin material.

3.2.2.3 The Choir Robe’s main body and sleeves must be blue. (School’s blue pantone color is 286C)

3.2.2.4 The Choir Robe’s yoke, stole, and sleeve stripes must be gold/yellow. (School’s gold/yellow pantone color is 7406C but school would prefer a less bold gold/yellow color for example Pantone 20-0034.)

3.2.2.5 The Choir Robe’s sleeve’s “V” stripes must either be cord #2 Florentine Gold or the same satin color as the stole as shown in section 3.4.

Applicants should acknowledge the receipt of this Addendum No. 1 by a notation in the Bid submitted by the Bidder in the manner as required by the Bid Documents.